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About
Viewties Magazine is an international digital publication founded by
Vanesa Miraglia, self-published from Buenos Aires since July 2020.
Weekly we bring you the very best around Britain television, cinema and
music through authentic features with some of the outstanding figures
across the entertainment industry.
We want you to know the other side of the story with our in-depth
interviews and inspiring words that only these artists could provide. This is
a fast read magazine to appreciate the talent and the aesthetics from its
design and the amazing job brought to us by our talented photographers that
collaborate with us.
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Editor's letter
Welcome to the October issue! A brand-new design was presented to you
last month to enjoy the experience while reading these words by me and
the talent featured. As previously said, this is a fast read booklet to
appreciate the other side of the story and the amazing photography
brought to you by the photographers that kindly collaborate with us.
Viewties works very hard each day to bring you the best of film and
television introducing artists on their journey to portray successfully the
roles given, whose acting style happens to be very inspirational to us. Get
ready to explore what this month has to offer to your entertainment and
be prepared to enjoy the ride. Remember, If I can take something from
my job, I strongly believe you will take something from it too. The
aesthetic accompanies the love, passion, dedication and hope from
building this magazine up, to looking forward to touching your heart.
Happy month!

Founding editor-in-chief
@vanmiraglia
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Rhianne Barreto
T

he beautiful and talented Rhianne Barreto stars in BBC1/Amazon’s The

Outlaws, a tv series written by Stephen Merchant and set in Bristol,
following seven strangers from different walks of life who are forced
together to complete a Community Payback sentence but, as they become
involved in each other’s lives, they also become involved with a dangerous
criminal gang. Rhianne embodies the role of Rani, someone who tries to
sort out her identity and a character that grows along the episodes.
In a pause from the set where she’s currently shooting the second series,
she kindly took the time to answer some of our questions on the show and
her interesting character.

Photography Joseph Sinclair
Words Vanesa Miraglia
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V: You have made your acting
career a very interesting one by
having played amazing roles and
having performed them with such
empathy and warm-heart. You
have always shown yourself very
committed to your roles, based on
the story you told when you tied
up one of your mates to get into
the spirit of your character. Now,
your interpretation has definitely
changed our lives in terms of
relating to the stories, but I wonder... How did acting change
YOUR life since you have decided
to pursue this job as a professional career?
Rhianne - Such a great question, I
guess it’s changed everything. From
how I plan my day to my year.
From what I watch, to who I meet,
to where I live! I'm very lucky to
have worked and have lived in such
cool places, met great people, and
TV right now is just spectacular.
I’m really lucky to have had some
really exciting jobs that I can
research and learn skills for e.g.
learning accents, basketball and
dance routines. That’s the best bit!
Learning about different people,
their habits, skills and backgrounds.
V: Next up, you’re starring as
Rani in The Outlaws. I’m very
intrigued to ask about preparation because it’s always different
for you, what makes it really
exciting. This time, how did you
prepare to portray this role? Did
you need to do any research or
did you work with the script and
the director’s direction?
Rhianne - Due to shooting ...

both seasons at the same time I had
to write a diary/plot breakdown/synopsis of what my character knew in what episodes and at
what point. I, as Rhianne, understood what was happening but as
Rani I had to be really clear about
what changed, what I did and didn’t
know, and my perspective scene to
scene. I had to emotionally schedule Rani's changes! We would
shoot Season 2 Episode 6 and then
Season 1 Episode 3 in the same
day, so I could refer to this bible I
had created for my character.
Stephen and I had a lot of conversation about the development of
Rani, making sure that we started at
a place that we could grow from.
V: How's it been like being on
location? Especially during lockdown and the global pandemic,
how did it feel to be back on set?
Rhianne - It was super crazy. We
had started filming 12 days before
the pandemic hit, shut down and
then came back with a commissioned season 2 after the BBC had
seen what we had filmed. Stephen
had written a fantastic season 2 in
the break. It was fun coming back
knowing the future of my character.
Keeping track of it was a mission
but the crew were so brilliant and I
was left in awe of everyone’s hard
work. In the show we are renovating a community centre so the
art department had the mission of
tracking and decorating its growth
physically. They would then have
to reset it to its original look and
back again in a day. Truly legends.
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I'm very lucky to
have worked and
have lived in such
cool places and
met great people.
V: I must say the opening scene in
The Outlaws was very enjoyable to
see, was it as fun to film it as it was
to see it?
Rhianne - So fun! Stunts are incredibly rewarding. With certain scenes
you sometimes never know if you’ve
hit the mark emotionally but with
stunts you either run fast and hit your
mark or you don’t. It leaves you
feeling very fulfilled when you hear
you’ve given the director what they
needed.
V: How was working alongside
Gamba Cole and how did you both
work together to bring the characters’ chemistry to screen?
Rhianne - It was so fun! He is just
very kind, and strangely one of my
good friends from before this show. I
remember we were driving once in
his car and manifested working together, then BOOM it happened. He
has such a fantastic energy and skill,
he is a joy to work with and I felt so
lucky to have someone around me
that felt like family for such an
intense filming process.
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I feel honoured
to call this cast
my pals.

V: I was wondering… playing this
character, did it teach you anything
that you may not have been in touch
with before?
Rhianne - It taught me a lot about
comedy, there’s such a science to
Stephen's writing that you just wouldn't
notice watching it. His balancing of the
genres of comedy/crime-drama/thriller
is just phenomenal. Learning about timing and serving the comedy as a character who isn't necessarily a "funny"
character meant a lot of my lines were
setting up the joke and allowing the
other actor to land the joke while staying
present. A joy to behold such comedy
icons doing their thing.
V: Is there one scene in the series that
was particularly taxing for you?
Rhianne - There’s a scene where I was
holding something rather dangerous. It
had all of the main cast, was a pretty
pivotal scene and took a day to shoot. It
was strangely taxing to play that level of
intensity and fear all day. I didn’t expect
it but to be on guard for that long and to
hold your body in a certain way… Let’s
just say I slept well that night.

V: The Outlaws has an outstanding
cast and I imagine it has been very
fun to share the set with them.
Would you like to share any
memory from the time filming
season one with your castmates or
anything you feel you’ve learned
from this experience?
Rhianne - We would frequent this
gorgeous restaurant called Cafe Cuba
where they served the most gorgeous
prawn, rice and plantain dish, and the
most INCREDIBLE mojitos. We
would laugh a lot on set and off,
everyone had such a good time.
Having the privilege to watch all of
the cast work truly is sublime and,
having watched these actors growing
up, to be alongside them just felt like
such a dream. I remember watching
Clare in a play called Emilia, she
made me cry. She was so moving.
Now, she just makes me laugh. I feel
honoured to call this cast my pals.

V: Last question, as my nationality
is Argentinian, I’m curious to ask
you if you have ever seen or
experienced any type of art/culture
from Argentina.
Rhianne - I have! My boyfriend is a
drummer in my friend Malena
Zavala’s band, she is an Argentinian-born singer / songwriter. I have
been lucky enough to visit them on
tour and watch her play in Europe.
She recently released the most
beautiful album called La Yarara,
it's a true masterpiece. She reckons
with her Argentinian heritage and
identity in the most intelligent way,
she weaves samples from her time in
Argentina and conversations with
her family into the album. All the
songs are total bops too. She is a joy
to watch and listen to. I love that
album, I should definitely try to find
and experience more Argentinian
culture. Definitely would love to
hear some recommendations!

Watch The Outlaws on BBC1 and on iPlayer from October 25th.
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by Cally Lathey & Will Akbar

C

ally Lathey & Will Akbar introduce their new project, a short-animated

feminist horror film that explores the societal pressures faced by women
to have children.
Produced by Cally Lathey and directed by Will Akbar, the film tells the
story of Mia, an independent, successful and happy young woman whose
life is turned upside down, when one night she becomes terrorized by a
small demon child.
The panic dread and anxiety that Mia suffers as a result of the demon
child’s torment represents the pressure and expectation to have children
from her friends, family and society.
The animation is in charge of Nicoleta Miron and Liana Chirita, founders
of animation studio Scene06 Shot24. Judged by their previous work, we
can expect a wonderful visual experience.
What is this film's impact?
Birthday acknowledges just how detrimental pressuring women to have
children is, and encourages its audiences to recognize that there is more
than one fulfilling path in life for women.
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They want to create this film as they feel it has a hugely important message that
resonates with so many. Additionally, Birthday has everything to make it an
original, exhilarating, exciting piece.
To continue, they need us to contribute with what we can by helping them through
Indiegogo to raise funds to cover the animators’ payment and the fees to enter film
festivals to share this important message to wider audiences. They have created
some fun and original merchandising including a pack of vinyl stickers, birthday
cards and a selection of art prints, which could be yours if you donate to the film
campaign. If you can’t donate, sharing the film or crowdfunding link means a lot,
as it would enable them to reach a greater number of people and hopefully those
who will also resonate with their story.
So, if you feel this story resonates with you or might help someone you know,
please click this link at the button below to collaborate and please share!

Birthday | Indiegogo
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